
ClouT Applications and 1st Field Trials 

is based on a typical Cloud stratification:  
 

ÅCSaaS layer: Applications developed using the 

CPaaS /CIaaS APIs and running over the Cloud.  

 

ÅCPaaS layer: set of specialised middleware 

services that will enable specifically the mash-up 

and development of applications. 

 

ÅCIaaS layer: set of interconnected physical and 

logical resources (sensors, actuators and legacy 

devices, social networks, smartphones) all made 

homogenous using virtualisation technologies.  

IoT + Cloud reference architecture allowing: 

ÅHeterogeneous device access capability needs 

  

ÅLegacy device virtualization (included devices 

which are already installed in the city) 

 

ÅSocial Network sensorisation, essentially to 

transform social network data to useful sensor 

data, removing noisy data. 

 

ÅCloud virtualization infrastructure features, to 

guarantee scalability, high availability and a 

better exploitation of physical resources. 

 

ÅCommon data format and APIs, to provide  

agreed common format for IoT device data 

exchange (sensor data, events, etc.) and 

agreed service access interface gathering data 

and performing actions. 

SANTANDER 

Application: Participatory Citizen mobile app. 

Objectives:  
i) Send city-related events (cultural acts, 

malfunctioning city services, damage city 

furniture, traffic incident) 

ii) Events addressed by Municipality (status of the 

incidence to be solved) 

iii) Subscribe to notifications associated to a 

specific topic (e.g. traffic) or a determined 

geographical area (nearby the user) 

MITAKA 
Application: Healthy walking, community and shopping support 

Objectives: Information to i) maintain health, suggesting walking courses, ii) match favourite 

patterns and motivate participation in events, iii) to activate local shopping centres 

FUJISAWA 
 

Application: Interactive City  infrastructure  

Objectives:  i) Create and evaluate sustainable sensing method , ii) Integration of physical, 

electric sensing and human-based sensing method, iii) Detect social events that occur inside 

the city, iv) Cooperation method of city infrastructure and city sensing data 

GENOVA 

Application: Diverse data collection and management for emergency situation and 

risk alert management  

Objectives: Storage of data from webcam, weather station, video system, flood alert and urban 

traffic, in a standardized way, thus allowing historic data processing, management and analysis 

ClouT Reference Architecture 

FULL COMPONENT VIEW 

�9 A smart city infrastructure  

�9 IoT application tools for development, deployment and supervision  

�9 Big data secure and processing mechanisms to handle heterogeneous sources in quasi real-time 

�9 Innovative city applications and field trials in pilot cities:   

Santander and Genova in Europe, Mitaka and Fujisawa in Japan 

Expected ClouT Outputs 


